
Robert Smith 
Marine III

PERSONAL STATEMENT

The Marine Corps is a branch of the military that performs combat and 
protects the country from foreign threats. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Marine III
United States Marine Corps -   July 2012 – 2020 

Responsibilities:

 Taught and molded Marines into what they needed to do.
 Briefed them everything they needed to know for mos school even their

careers in the Marine corps.
 Helped Marines on their financial problems and coached them through 

not making financial mistakes.
 Ended up shattering wrist which led to surgery of removing hip bone to 

place in the wrist that eventually gave an early separation with an 
Honorable Discharge.

 Correspondence management, and document collection during the 
wake of Operation Freedom.

 Responsible for highly expensive radar equipment, of which nothing was
returned damaged.

 Aired to ground Control, Artillery, Forced Recon Grunt.

Marine
ABC Corporation -   2008 – 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for the accountability of gear that came in each day as well
as shipping it out to it respectful units, Also operated the forklift, taught 
Marines the responsibilities and proper way to operate it and manage to
be the Shipping and Recieving NCO Accomplishments Held the fastest 
time of shipping gear out to its respectful unit, time being 10hrs.

 We are giving a 48hr time period to have gear shipped or picked up, my
team and I held it under that time period during the 2011-2013 year.

 Also was apart of the Marine Marsoc basketball team/football team.
 Where we won 1st place three consecutive years in a row.
 Also did three tours to Afghanistan where I received numerous awards 

and was promoted.
 Skills Used Leadership skills, respectful skills, hardworking skills, 

listening skills, proficiency skills, reliable skills, Im very approachable 
and I work well under pressure.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 
to your current role.

Education

High school or equivalent - 2008(Parishville-Hopkinton Junior-Senior 
High School - Parishville, NY)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Leadership, Mentoring, 
Mechanics.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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